Sponsorship Opportunities

Aug. 24–28, 2022
Camp Navarro, CA

dwebcamp.org
The DWeb network connects people, projects and protocols to build a decentralized web.

A web that is more private, reliable, secure and open.

A web with many winners — returning to the original vision of the World Wide Web and Internet.

→ getdweb.net
With 11 global nodes, DWeb is growing movement focused on building a better, decentralized web. Since 2016, we have been building bridges around the world, enabling diverse communities to exchange ideas freely about the technologies, markets, values and agreements we need to move forward.

“Our motivation for making those protocols and investing really heavily in making them better is that it gives us a better Web, a better basis of infrastructure for the whole Web, for us to build on, and to build new tools and new protocols in.”

Matt Zumwalt
Protocol Labs
In August 2022, our global network of volunteers will be producing DWeb Camp, five-day retreat set in a redwood forest near the Mendocino Coast of California.

DWeb Camp will bring together 500+ founders, technologists, Internet pioneers, global activists, artists, funders, policymakers and hackers to build deep connections across sectors.

“We think of DWeb Camp as an experiment itself. It’s an experiment in expanding our imagination about what the internet would look like if it were more inclusive, empowering, resilient, and fun.”

Mai Ishikawa Sutton
#DWebSF

“DWeb Camp — A nexus of knowledge, inspiration, and invention. Or, “Came for the talks, stayed for the Boochcraft”

Sean Baldwin-Stevenson
#DWebBLN
Following our successful 2019 DWeb Camp, 1000-person Decentralized Web Summit 2018 and 2016, this retreat will once again draw together builders and thought leaders from a wide spectrum of society, those who rarely meet at events centered on a single protocol.

We invite a globally diverse community of builders and dreamers to gather in nature to tackle the real world challenges facing the web and to co-create the decentralized technologies of the future.

"DWeb Camp was an impressive fusion of highly technical engineers, developers, organizers, and artists. Such a diverse array of activities and dozens of projects came together to bridge culture, community, and open source technology from around the world."

Brandon D. Wallace
#DWebAustin
Your sponsorship support goes directly to reducing some campers’ fees, making it possible for a diverse range of participants to join in.

We also seek funding to support our Fellowship Program, underwriting the travel, visas, and camperships for leaders from underserved communities around the world to attend, contribute, and create a rich strand of workshops for all participants.
### Venue Sponsor

- Naming rights to either Library, Corral, Chapel, Huckleberry Hollow, Firepit, or Main Stage.
- Branding on DWeb Camp website (large)
- Branding in Camp main stage (large)
- Dedicated convening area (tea tent, outdoor circle, hackers hall) where participants can come & meet you
- Table in Testing Lab event
- Lightning Talk Spot
- Verbal acknowledgment from stage
- 2 Camp Registrations + Deluxe Glamping tent (sleeps 2-3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support Tier</th>
<th>Additional Benefits</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$50,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Lead Sponsor

- Branding on DWeb Camp website (large)
- Branding in Camp main stage (large)
- Dedicated convening area (tea tent, outdoor circle, hackers hall) where participants can come & meet you
- Table in Testing Lab event
- Lightning Talk spot
- Verbal acknowledgment from stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support Tier</th>
<th>Additional Benefits</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$25,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

>>> table continues on next page
**Camp support tiers**

---

## Sponsor

- Branding on DWeb Camp website (small)
- Branding in Camp main stage (small)
- Table in Testing Lab event
- Lightning Talk spot
- Verbal acknowledgment from stage

$10,000

---

## Global Fellowships

Your funding goes directly to full scholarships for 2-3 fellows from around the world. You also receive:

- Branding on DWeb Camp website (small)
- Branding in Camp main stages (small)
- Table in Testing Lab event
- Lightning Talk spot
- Verbal acknowledgment from stage

$10,000
To secure a sponsorship, please contact Wendy Hanamura at wendy@archive.org.